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 A: The reason why your code doesn't work is because you have missing semicolon in your function definition: static void
do_monitor(const struct socket *sock) Change to: static void do_monitor(const struct socket *sock); That should work. PS: I

also recommend that you use whitespace indentation when writing functions in C. NEW YORK (Reuters) - Oil futures inched
higher on Friday on growing concerns over slowing economic growth, helping to push crude and gasoline prices down on the

week. FILE PHOTO: A pumpjack is seen at the Daqing oil field in Heilongjiang province, China August 9, 2016.
REUTERS/Kim Kyung-Hoon/File Photo On the New York Mercantile Exchange, West Texas Intermediate crude CLc1 settled

up 42 cents, or 0.8%, at $62.95 a barrel. Earlier, the contract was down 1.2% at $62.88. Brent LCOc1 settled up 45 cents, or
0.6%, at $67.23, after earlier losing 0.2% to $67.14. Brent was at $67.26 at 2:09 p.m. EDT (1809 GMT), still up 11 cents from

the previous close. Earlier, the contract was down 5 cents at $67.19. U.S. gasoline futures GASM1 rose 2 cents, or 0.1%, to
$2.0201 a gallon. Earlier, the contract was down 7 cents at $2.0183. U.S. natural gas futures NGIc1 were up 1.7% to $3.078 per

million British thermal units. Earlier, the contract was down 0.3% at $3.061 per million British thermal units. In electronic
trading on the Nymex, WTI futures were down 3 cents, while Brent was down 4 cents. The global crude market has been buoyed
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by supply disruptions from Iran and Venezuela, and supplies are expected to remain tight until the summer months. There is also
concern about the strength of the global economy, which is facing more threats after the International Monetary Fund

downgraded its outlook for growth in the United States and Europe. Against a backdrop of geopolitical concerns, Washington
and Moscow agreed on Thursday to work to reduce a conflict in eastern Ukraine 82157476af
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